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NINDEJIN 720pcs
countersunk flat head

phillips small mini screw
set

$21.99
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Short Description

This is a great assortment of all those tiny screws used in many chassis side panels and other locations and
found in many laptops, notebooks, tablets. All made using hardened steel and anodized in black color. This
screw kit includes 720 pieces of various commonly used sizes and includes a handy divider box to keep them
organized.

Description

This is a great assortment of all those tiny screws used in many chassis side panels and other locations and
found in many laptops, notebooks, tablets. All made using hardened steel and anodized in black color. This
screw kit includes 720 pieces of various commonly used sizes and includes a handy divider box to keep them
organized.

 

 

 

Features

Features:

100% Brand new,High quality with excellent customer service
The cross self-tapping screws does not need to be used with the nuts
The Tooth thread is self-tapping, and the triangular tooth self-extrusion screw at the end point is
formed.
When it is screwed into the hole of plastic metal,the wood or thin iron material, the internal thread is
formed.
Extrusion and the reliable locking thread connection is formed in the hole.
Package List:
M1.4 Series
M1.4*4 mm-----------------------30Pcs
M1.4*6 mm-----------------------30Pcs
M1.4*8 mm-----------------------30Pcs

M1.7 Series
M1.7*4 mm---------------------30Pcs
M1.7*5 mm---------------------30Pcs
M1.7*6 mm---------------------30Pcs
M1.7*8 mm---------------------30Pcs
 

M2 Series
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M2*4 mm---------------------30Pcs
M2*6 mm---------------------30Pcs
M2*8 mm---------------------30Pcs

M2*10 mm---------------------30Pcs

 

M2.5 Series

M2.5*4 mm---------------------30Pcs
M2.5*5 mm---------------------30Pcs
M2.5*6 mm---------------------30Pcs

M2.5*8 mm---------------------30Pcs

M2.5*10 mm---------------------30Pcs

M2.5*12 mm---------------------30Pcs

 

M3 Series

M3*4 mm---------------------30Pcs
M3*6 mm---------------------30Pcs
M3*8 mm---------------------30Pcs

M3*10 mm---------------------30Pcs

M3*12 mm---------------------30Pcs

M3*14 mm---------------------30Pcs

M3*16 mm---------------------30Pcs

 

Specifications

specification:
Item: laptop screw set
Material: 4.8 class carbon steel
Size: M1.4 M1.7 M2 M2.5 M3
Quantity: 720pcs
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Additional Information

Brand AE

SKU AE-NINDEJIN-650

Weight 1.0000

Color Clear

Tool Type Case Modding

Material Steel


